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Life Storeys is a twice-yearly publication by the Housing and
Development Board. Filled with lifestyle features, this newsletter
brings to you stories and happenings from your neighbourhood so
that you can know your community a little better and play a more
active role in community-building. Join us in creating a gracious
and harmonious living environment for all! You can also access
the electronic version of Life Storeys at lifestoreys.hdb.gov.sg. or
scan the QR code below:
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ith our nation turning 50 this year,
there is no better time to celebrate the
cherished places that make Singapore
home to us. Launched by Minister
Khaw Boon Wan on 14 November
2014, the SG Heart Map seeks to identify, celebrate
and piece the memorable places into a collective map
we can call our own. Through the stories contributed
by Singaporeans, we can see and celebrate the growth
of our nation over the past 50 years.

W

SG Heart Map is a celebration
of the endearing places in
Singapore.
Mapping Our Heart
Is there a place in Singapore that is
particularly meaningful to you? It may be
the neighbourhood you grew up in, the
park you frequent with your family
during weekends or the hideout where
you chill with your buddies. While the
endearing places will likely be
different for
people of different
generations, it
is certain that
everyone has a place
that they hold close
to their heart.
In his opening
address, Minister
Khaw shared
his thoughts
on Singapore’s
remarkable physical
transformation over
the years. He says,

Where Does Your Memory
Reside?
At the launch at HDB Hub Mall,
visitors got to contribute their
stories by taking a photo onsite
and filling up an SG Heart Map
Contribution Card.

“

“

“Even as the city transforms, we
will (still) have places that we hold
dear because they hold a special
memory for us.”

The SG Heart Map is
meaningful and we are
happy to contribute.
- Poh Hong Yi, Punggol resident

As the stories pour in, the 50 top favourite
places will be reinterpreted into art pieces such as
sketches, photographs, poetry, films and more.
The project is set to culminate in a composite
map filled with the best of local flavour. Do
keep a look out for it!

For newlyweds Mr Poh Hong Yi
and Ms Ng Kah
Man, both
27, Punggol
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Ansel
Veerappan Rajeswari

Ng Kah Man and
Poh Hong Yi

Her estate in POTONG PASIR is the
first place to come to mind because
it’s where she lives with her family
and celebrate festivities with
neighbours.

PUNGGOL WATERWAY PARK
is the special place for them
because their first BTO home
is located at Waterway
Cascadia.

Waterway is a special spot as
their first home will be located
at Waterway Cascadia. On his
Contribution Card, Mr Poh wrote
that Punggol Waterway will be
the place “where (he) builds his
family”. He looks forward to
spending time with his loved ones
and strolling in the park with his
future children after dinner.

“

Bo
Nature-lover Bo’s favourite
spot is EAST COAST PARK
where she can unwind
and relax.

Even as the city
transforms, we will
(still) have places that
we hold dear because
they hold a special
memory for us.
- Minister Khaw

“

ANG MO KIO is where Ansel
grew up in and is settling
down with his family now.
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Foodies Unite

We all know
Singaporeans love
their food. Visitors
at the launch of
the SG Heart Map
were treated to
a Food Festival
which brought
together stalls
offering iconic
local dishes such as nasi lemak and chicken rice. Hungry
visitors tempted by the fragrant whiffs were spoilt for
choice and many were seen queuing for their favourite
food. For resident Mr Jumari Seri, 58, he is delighted
to see his favourite satay dish at the Food Festival as
“good satay is hard to come by, and not many stalls
today still use charcoal to grill the meat.”

“Good rojak is
hard to find”
- Ethan Choo

“Tucking into a
delicious bowl
of laksa (noodles
cooked in spicy
coconut broth) reminds me
of the good old days”
- Catherine Yeo

Creative signages were also put up near the stalls,
introducing information which visitors may not have
known about the popular local delights. For instance,
satay was the result of the spice trade which brought
Arab traders to Southeast Asia and led to the spread of
Arab culinary culture to this region. Another interesting
fact is that nasi lemak is malay for rice in cream, as the
rice is cooked in coconut milk.
With the variety of stalls offering different cuisines
lined up along the walkway, it is a nice reminder of
how multicultural Singapore is just like a rojak – indeed
cultural diversity at its best.
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“The best satay
in Singapore
can be found at
Beach Road”
- Jumari Seri
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Dragon
Playground
How to Contribute
Your Story
Eager to contribute a place and
share your story but missed out on
the launch of SG Heart Map? Fret
not as there are three other ways
you can make your contribution.

Option 1: Collection of
contributions in 70 mobile
booths in MRT stations and
shopping malls

Option 2: Collection

Option 3: Visit our

of contributions in SG
Heart Map roving vans

SG Heart Map portal at
https://www.heartmap.sg/
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LIVE WELL

Volunteers from Singapore Pools and Hua Yi
Secondary School were all smiles after helping
Mdm Chua Lian Tee with her household chores
From L-R: Kate Tan, Chua Lian Tee, Ng Hui Ling,
Batrisyia Aniqah and Dzafirah Bte Zaid

Clean and Glean
aman Jurong
resident Mdm
Chua Lian Tee,
82, rests on
her sofa as a
group of four student and adult
volunteers moves around the
rental flat with their brooms and
cloths. She says, “I stay alone and
have difficulty bending over or
squatting after I fell and injured
my back. So it’s really kind of the
volunteers to come and help me
with my chores.”

T

These volunteers are part of the
inaugural Broom It! Day, which
was held on 19 August 2014.
Students and volunteers from
Singapore Pools stepped up to
the challenge to clean clusters
of rental flats within selected
towns in Singapore.
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Broom It! Day got student and adult
volunteers cleaning rental flats from
different towns in Singapore concurrently.

Broom It! Day concluded on a high note as student
and adult volunteers were glad to be able to
contribute and give back to the community

Youths with Initiative

Sweeping the floor in
Mdm Chua’s living room,
HYSS student Ng Hui Ling,
14, adds, “I am proud to
be able to assist
in any way I can.”
Evidently, the spirit
of volunteerism was
soaring high for
these students, who
replied “Definitely!”
enthusiastically, when
asked if they would join
the next round of spring
cleaning activities.

“

Benefitting the Elderly
Broom It! Day was organised as
an initiative under Project SPHERE,
which is a joint initiative by
HDB, the Ministry of Education,
Singapore Pools and TOTE Board,

“

True to the saying that many hands
make light work, the flat was
quickly cleaned by the group in less
than an hour. Hua Yi Secondary
School students Batrisyia Aniqah
and Dzafirah Bte Zaid agreed that
although doing housework can
be tiring, “helping the elderly
with their chores is fun and
meaningful, especially since
it is a way to give back to
society and these elderly
are part of the pioneer
generation.”

I am proud to
be able to assist
in any way I can.
- Ng Hui Ling, student from
Hua Yi Secondary School

standing for “Students, Singapore
Pools & HDB Enriching and
Reaching out to the Elderly”.
More than 15 spring cleaning
sessions have been organised
under Project SPHERE for needy
elderly in rental blocks since
July 2011.
For Broom It! Day, 150 students
from five schools participated
and covered a total of 50 units in
18 blocks of rental flats across
five zones. The participating
schools are St Patrick’s Secondary
School, Chestnut Drive Secondary
School, Dunman High, Nan Chiau
High School, and Hua Yi
Secondary School.

Accompanying these students were
20 Singapore Pools volunteers,
who took time off to help. One of
them, Ms Kate Tan, 37, a regular
volunteer, shares, “Other than
helping to clean their homes, I have
also become a friend to many of
these elderly residents. It makes me
happy that they enjoy my company
as well!”

Gleaning Valuable Insights
Indeed, Broom It! Day has provided
an invaluable opportunity for
youths to contribute to their
community. More importantly, it
has encouraged inter-generational
bonding between the youths and
the elderly, with a new level of
understanding gained, and many
new friendships forged.
Broom It! Day was also
featured in student
publications IN and
zbComma. Scan the QR
code to read the articles!
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LIVE WELL

Volunteers Monica Leng (far left)
and Monica Ma (right) look out
for Mdm Wong, who lives alone

My Neighbour,
“
I
My Friend

have so many
best friends!
They make me
so happy,” Mdm
Wong Choi Ow,
80, shares as she beamed with a
toothy smile. “Yes, yes, you are
most popular,” Mdm Monica Ma,
65, chimes back, leading to
chuckles among those present.
The close friendship between both
ladies shines through their friendly
banter, and is heart-warming
to witness.

For Mdm Wong, who is childless
and lives alone in a three-room
flat at Bedok, the home visit from
a group of neighbours every
Monday night is her weekly
highlight. Among these neighbours
is Mdm Ma, who lives in the
next block.
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If it takes a village to raise a child, it takes a
community of neighbours to care for a senior.
Mdm Ma says, “We always look
forward to visiting Mdm Wong. She
is so cheerful and sprightly, and full
of witty comebacks!”
Other than keeping her company,
Mdm Ma plays a vital role in
helping to look out for Mdm Wong,
who is wheelchair-bound. She
monitors Mdm Wong’s health
conditions and does some
occasional housework for her.

The Perfect Match
The pair was acquainted when
they were matched under the
Neighbours for Active Living
programme (Neighbours).
Neighbours is spearheaded by
regional health system Eastern
Health Alliance and South East
Community Development Council.
The programme comprises two
components: The Community Care
Team and Neighbours Volunteers.

The Neighbours Volunteers, such
as Mdm Ma, play a crucial role in
supporting the Community Care
Team by helping to monitor and
support the elderly. Ms Cheryl Lau,
Community Manager at Eastern
Health Alliance, says “Our
volunteers are our eyes and ears.
They help to look out for the
elderly when we are not around.”
Another Neighbours Volunteer,
Mdm Monica Leng, 67, shares
how the Community Care
Team empowers volunteers by
equipping them with useful skills.
They go through training like
the compulsory three-day Friend
a Senior programme, where
they pick up skills for effective
communication with the elderly,
identifying red flags and assessing
if the elderly requires medical

attention. Neighbours
Volunteers who are
equipped with these
necessary skills are
then matched to
an elderly. “We
would state our
hobbies, skills
and languages
we can speak.
This way, there are
no communication
barriers,” Mdm Leng explains.

A Community Effort

Mdm Leng says
that being in the
programme made
her understand
“how a little
assistance on our
part can greatly
help fellow
residents.”
Mdm Ma
agrees and notes,
“Sometimes the elderly
just needs company and
someone to talk to. Life is more
than just money and career. We all
need love and affection.” Indeed,
Mdm Wong affirms the enduring
bond that she has formed between
the volunteers.
She shares,
“while I am
grateful for their
assistance, it is the
friendships forged
that I especially
cherish.”

Since November 2013, some 160
trained Neighbours Volunteers
have been
reaching out to
more than 400
at-risk residents
in Bedok,
Fengshan,
Marine Parade
and Siglap under
Neighbours. A
Surely enough,
key factor of the
with some
programme is
- Mdm Monica Leng,
patience and
the involvement
Neighbourhood Befriender
a welcoming
of valuable
heart for fellow neighbours, a
resources available within the
community’s effort can go a
community - its residents.
long way to care for its residents
in need.

“

A little
assistance on
our part can
greatly help
fellow residents.

“

The Community Care Team is
made up of professionals and
para-professionals. They conduct
needs assessment, provide
interventions such as coordinating
medical appointments and provide
long-term monitoring of the high
care needs elderly.

For more information about
Neighbours for Active Living
programme, visit: http://www.
easternhealth.sg/Pages/neighboursfor-active-living.aspx

The Community Care Team (pictured)
trains residents as Neighbours Volunteers
to help support the elderly

Do you have a passion for
community work and the
elderly, have at least two hours
a week to volunteer, and would
like to be a Neighbours
Volunteer? Please contact:
Neighbours@easternhealth.sg
or call 92786708

Photo courtesy of Eastern Health Alliance
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Our Heartland Ambassadors!

T

he Heartland Ambassador Programme for Seniors and the Community in Bloom in the Heartlands
project were created to allow seniors to be active in their communities and share their knowledge
with the next generation.

Rose Kong (second from left) with Pioneer Secondary
School students on the Punggol Eco-Town Tour

Gary Siriniwas (extreme right) leading a HDB Gallery Tour
for Spectra Secondary School Students

Mr Gary Siriniwas, 65
A retiree who gives free singing lessons to children,
Mr Gary Siriniwas felt that it was important for the
younger generation of Singapore to understand the
difficulties of their forefathers and not to take our
comfortable living conditions for granted. Through the
HDB Gallery tour he gave to Spectra Secondary School
students, Mr Siriniwas was able to use the platform to
explain interactively how HDB has advanced through
the years. He reminisces with a chuckle, “I remember
the times when elevators only stopped at certain
floors; we had to climb a few flights (of stairs)! But
now, we have elevators that stop at every floor.”
10

Ms Rose Kong, 60s
An avid volunteer who looks forward to helping other
elderly in the community, Ms Rose Kong found it all
worthwhile to share her knowledge of the Punggol EcoTown with Pioneer Secondary School students. When
asked about her experience as an ambassador, Ms Kong
revealed that she brought old photographs of the place
to aid her in explaining the transformation of the town.
Ms Kong added, “some questions asked by the students
might be difficult to answer but I tried my best to explain.
It felt really good to share what I knew.” Ms Kong also
felt that she can do her part to get more seniors to join
the programme. “I have already introduced two of my
friends to the HDB co-ordinator for this ambassador
programme and my friends are very excited about it!”

Choo Guan Ann (far left) with two other ambassadors at
the Punggol-Eco Town Tour

Mr Choo Guan Ann, 61
Mr Choo Guan Ann was the past Chairman for the
Punggol Meridian Residents’ Committee and also
works part time as a licenced tour guide. He was
raring to go when he heard about the Punggol
Eco-Town Tour. Said Mr Choo, “For me, when I
found out that the HDB was organising the Punggol
Eco-Town Tour I knew that I wanted to take lead at
this Eco-Learning Journey!” As the Eco-Town in
Punggol is the first one of its kind in Singapore,
Mr Choo felt that it was especially meaningful to
volunteer as an ambassador.

HAPPY
in the neighbourhood, especially
for those who are staying alone.
Now it is a regular meeting place
for these elderly residents,” she
added happily.

Wu Wo Yuan community gardeners and
Xinmin Primary School students.

Our Community Gardening
Ambassador Shares Her
Experiences
“From the beginning, it was
Mrs Iris Chua has been volunteering
as a Community Gardening
Ambassador since the Wu Wo Yuan
Community Garden started in
2008. In 2011, the Wu Wo Yuan
Community Garden became a
part of the Community in Bloom
in the Heartlands collaborative
project between the Housing &
Development Board, NParks and
Residents’ Committees; the garden
at Block 609 Hougang Avenue 8
has grown from a 4-man team
to a tight knit family of over 30
members today.
The community gardeners go by
this mantra of being altruistic;
sharing and giving back to their
community and staying true to the
essence of “Wu Wo Yuan”, which
means selfless garden in English.
“We categorised all the plants into
different plots so that everyone has
a share in them,” said Mrs Chua,
“which in turn gives them a sense
of ownership.”

Besides providing an activity and a
meeting place for elderly residents,
the community garden is also a
platform for educating the young
on gardening and nature. “Wu Wo
Yuan gives the school children an
opportunity to get closer to nature
in this concrete jungle,” Mrs Chua
proudly stated, which is another
way that the community gardeners
see their efforts being recognised
by the community; the community
garden was adopted by Xinmin
Primary School in 2011.

Being a community gardening
ambassador at the Wu Wo Yuan
Community Garden has taught
merely curiosity and an interest in
Mrs Chua much. She elaborated, “I
gardening that led me to join this
learnt the importance of managing
community garden,” mused
people, how to talk to people and
Mrs Chua. However, it was not an
to consider their feelings. Upon
easy task to build a garden up from
joining, it is due to interest,
scratch and to get members of the
and I am glad to say
community interested. “We
that it then evolves
stood outside our garden,
to devotion to
trying to recruit people
the garden and
who walked past. I also
finally they
called up my friends to
know that this
join the garden when it
is their duty,
started; some wanted
as they are
to plant herbs, some
Iris Chua with a prized
planting to share
wanted to plant papayas
winter melon.
the vegetables.”
but when they saw the
With the abundance of
hard work, they never came
vegetables during harvest time,
back again!” said Mrs Chua with a
volunteers also help to distribute
laugh.
Wu Wo Yuan’s vegetables to the
needy elderly in the neighbourhood
Despite the challenges, Mrs Chua
once a month.
persevered, fuelled by a sense of
duty and her love for gardening.
“A lot of people in our
“Subsequently, as the garden
neighbourhood walk by Wu
began to take shape through the
Wo Yuan daily,” she described
regular interactive activities, I saw
fondly, “there is now a sense of
the potential of developing it into
attachment to this garden.”
a gathering place for senior citizens
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LIVE
dm Kamaria Bte
Djorimi, a master
mediator at the
Community
Mediation
Centre (CMC), has an impressive
track record to speak of. In her
15 years of experience, the
51-year-old has a 100% settlement
rate. As an advocate of harmonious
living and a passionate believer
in social harmony, her belief in
the importance of preserving
relationships has fuelled her
passion for mediation work.

M

Mediating
for
Harmony
A firm believer of harmonious living,
Mdm Kamaria has helped to resolve
community disputes for 15 years.
A Music Conductor,
not Judge
“Many people often have the
misconception that mediators
are like the judge,” shares
Mdm Kamaria. However, that is
hardly true. Instead, she prefers
the analogy of an orchestra
conductor who intervenes only
when necessary to “direct the
negotiation and guide the
argument into a meaningful
conversation”. She elaborates
that a mediator is trained to stay
12

impartial, and listens to
understand and not judge.

A Heart to Give
Because of the mediator’s role
to facilitate negotiations and not
deliver judgments, Mdm Kamaria
notes that it does not take
technical knowledge or subject
expertise to be a mediator.
Rather, she lists the essential
factors as “having a big heart,
good communication skills and
infinite patience”. Other useful

Mdm Kamaria has been volunteering as
a mediator at the CMC for 15 years

skills such as interpreting nonverbal cues and using the
appropriate choice of words can
be picked up from experience.
At the CMC, volunteers are
trained by experienced mediators
and will be paired for each

HAPPY

Bridging Gaps
Having mediated cases ranging
from noise pollution to involving
an overgrown plant that blocks
half the common corridor,
Mdm Kamaria observes that
miscommunication may sometimes
arise among neighbours because
of the lack of opportunity to
communicate and interact in
today’s fast-paced lifestyle.

“

However, she believes that a little
kindness and thoughtfulness
will go a long way in
bridging that gap.
“Be kind, in your
words, thoughts
and deeds,”
Mdm Kamaria
advises.
She also
encourages
engaging in
recreational
activities,
such as jogs
or weekly
soccer sessions
with neighbours
around the estate’s

“

case. The veteran says that the
ability to mediate is a practical
life skill. “Among our friends or
colleagues in the office, we have
all unconsciously engaged in some
form of mediation in our daily
lives,” she notes.

Helping others preserve their
relationships gives master mediator
Mdm Kamaria great satisfaction

Be kind,
in your words,
thoughts and deeds.
- Mdm Kamaria Bte Djorimi, master mediator
at the Community Mediation Centre

The goal of mediation is to resolve conflicts amicably
Photo courtesy of Community Mediation Centre

vicinity as a great way of socialising
and getting to know each other.

Finding Peace
Mdm Kamaria is grateful for the
opportunity to help others resolve
their conflicts amicably through
mediation. Other than gaining a
sense of satisfaction, her mediation
work has had a positive impact on
her life. She is constantly reminded
to be gracious and understanding
when she is caught in conflicts or
disagreements. “It definitely helps
me to be more peaceful and calm,”
she says.

To find out how you
can contribute as a
volunteer mediator like
Mdm Kamaria, visit
https://www.mlaw.gov.
sg/cmc
13

water. Mdm Tan shares
that she waters her plants
with water used to wash
vegetables, and it was
her father-in-law who led
by example. She
quips, “We can
save both
water and
money!”

The theme for CGS 2015
- “Cherishing our Home,
Safeguarding our Future”

Old scraps of paper can be
easily recycled into beautiful
handmade paper sheets

Keeping Clean,
Going Green

ould you like a
more liveable
and sustainable
Singapore? Well,
eco-warrior
or not, we can all do our part.
Launched by Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong on 8 November 2014,
the Clean & Green Singapore (CGS)
2015 campaign aims to inspire
Singaporeans to care for our living
environment by adopting an ecofriendly lifestyle.

W

The event was buzzing with
activity from the interactive and
educational booths. Visitors could,
among the slew of activities, learn
about dengue prevention, try
their hand at making paper with
recycled materials and listen to the
shortlisted soundtracks from Eco
Music Challenge 2014. Spotted at
the photo frame decorating corner,
Mrs Teo, 41, says, “It is a fun
carnival for my child to learn more
about eco-friendly habits such
as upcycling.”
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The Sustainable Singapore Blueprint 2015 was
unveiled at Clean & Green Singapore 2015,
outlining the vision for a more sustainable nation.
Sustainable Singapore
Blueprint 2015

Greater Community
Engagement

In his opening address, PM Lee
officially announced the Sustainable
Singapore Blueprint (SSB) 2015,
which Singapore is setting aside
$1.5 billion for. The SSB 2015 is a
plan for action that was built on the
ideas contributed by 6,000 people
over the past year.

Also at the heart of the SSB 2015
is a call for greater community
engagement in environmental
initiatives. PM Lee emphasised that
in addition to having a blueprint,

At a booth that allows visitors to
take a selfie and make a pledge
were Mdm Tan Pheck Luang, 58,
and her daughter Ms Lee Zhang Er,
29. They have pledged to save
Tan Pheck Luang and
daughter Lee Zhang Er made
their pledge to save water

LIVE GREEN
the community’s participation is key to ensuring
the plan “translates into real outcomes”. He
says, “HDB can build more convenient chutes
for recycling, but households have to use them
and practice the 3R’s - reduce, reuse and recycle.
Together, we have to develop new norms if we’re
really going to succeed in being clean and green.”

Sustainable Singapore
Blueprint 2015
The blueprint sets out targets and initiatives under five
general categories:

A Liveable and Endearing Home

“
A

We can look forward to smart
technology and eco-friendly
features in towns and homes.

With comprehensive public
transport services,electric carsharing and driverless car trials,
we can reduce our carbon
footprint as well as enjoy fresher
air and a healthier lifestyle.

AL

Waste Na
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A

A Vibrant and Sustainable City
on

In our own ways,
we can all help to build
an eco-friendly culture in
Singapore. When we take
good care of our living
environment today, we are
doing it not only for ourselves,
but for the next generation
to come.

te” Sing
ap
r-Li
Ca

e
or

Visitors can upload their
selfies with their pledge
for a greener Singapore

A Better
Home for
Ourselves and
our Children

d
t” En earing
ar
s

The second is the ‘No
Waste Days’ Challenge,
where we can commit to
reducing waste for any number
of days. Each pledge will go towards
the overall target of 50,000 ‘No Waste
Days’ by 30 June 2015. On the pledge card, tips on
cutting waste include asking for a smaller portion
of food if it is too much and bringing our own
water bottle. To Jurong Secondary
School student Ang Ci Peng,
14, these suggestions
are “applicable and
easy to carry out
in our everyday
routine.”

m

wn
To

Two community challenges were rolled
out at CGS 2015. One of them is
the ‘Bright Spots’ Challenge,
where everyone is invited to
improving the cleanliness
of community spaces, and
turning them into “Bright
Spots”. The target is to
have a 500 “Bright Spots”
by end 2015.

“ Ec o
-S

Bright Spots and No Waste Days

The Government, community
and businesses will work
together to provide infrastructure
and programmes to minimise
waste and free up land
otherwise used for landfills.
Businesses will adopt greener
practices, and living labs will
be created to test ideas that
are eco-friendly and improve
lives. Singapore will be a hub
for cutting-edge sustainable
development.

An Active and Gracious Community
Singaporeans are at the heart
of the blueprint. Residents,
businesses and the Government
all have to be committed to
keeping Singapore clean and
green.
Get more details of the SSB 2015 at
www.sustainablesingapore.gov.sg
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P

erhaps tucked in a corner of your flat,
is a pile of old garments and paper
bags you have stowed away and
forgotten about. If that is so, why not
clear some precious space and make
something useful out of these items?

A Greener Alternative
Recycling is a great practice but it still requires
energy and resources to collect, sort and process the
recyclables. On the other hand, upcycling goes easy on
the environment by requiring little but your creativity.

What Can be Upcycled?

Hello, Upcycling
When you upcycle an item, you are basically
transforming old materials into something useful and
often more beautiful. For example an old shirt can be
upcycled into a scarf. This way, you not only save the
shirt from being discarded but also save yourself from
having to buy a new scarf. Now, that is killing two birds
with one stone!

Just about anything can be upcycled. Paper bags,
newspapers, milk cartons, old clothing, outdated
maps... Before you toss something into the bin, think
about ways to repurpose it!
For those who are trying their hands at it for the first
time, we have two easy and fun ideas to share.

Reduce, Reuse, UPcycle!
Breathe new life into your unwanted items today.
Handy Card Case

Cut
Straight

What You’ll Need:
One old tie
Scissors
Thread and needle
Press stud
Cards (or a mobile phone)
TIP!
Use a regular tie instead
of a skinny tie.

Remove
the seam

2

1
Remove the centre seam of
the tie with your scissors.

1/2 inch

Open the tie and place your cards on
the side with prints for a rough gauge.
Estimate at least ½ inch at the bottom
for creating a hem. Cut straight across.

Sew on the
press stud

Sew the
hem

4
Flip the tie so that the prints are facing out and
then secure the front with a quick stitch. Finish by
sewing a press stud, and you have a personalised
card case!
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3
Fold the sides and adjust the width as desired.
Sew a hem at the bottom.

LIVE GREEN
T-shirt Grocery Bag
What You’ll Need:
One old t-shirt
Scissors
Ruler
Pen (optional)
1st
pair

2nd
pair

TIP!
T-shirts of
thicker material
will make more
durable bags.

1

3rd
pair

Choose an old t-shirt for
making your bag and turn
it inside out.
tie

tie

2
Cut off the sleeves and
neckline. The armholes
should be large enough
for you to slip your
arms in.

6

Next, take the top
strand of the first pair
to tie with the bottom
strand of the second
pair. Then take the top
strand of the second
pair to tie with the
bottom strand of the
third pair. Do the same
for all until the base
of the bag is secure
without holes.

7
Now flip your t-shirt so the print is facing
out and your bag is completed.

3

Determine how deep
you want the bag to be
with an item of choice.

5
Tie the aligning front
and back strands in
knots twice.

4

1 inch

Draw a line across determined hem
and mark strands of about 1 inch
width. Cut the strands.

Do you have other
upcycling ideas or pictures
of your upcycled work
of art to share? Send
them to us at lifestoreys@
mailbox.hdb.gov.sg
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Deejaythein House

rom an aspiring
dancer to
her latest
appointment as
a radio deejay
at Lush 99.5fm and TV host,
Rosalyn Lee, or Rozz as she is
commonly known, has certainly
made a presence in the glitzy media
industry. Still, home is where her
heart is at the end of a long day.
For this down-to-earth radio and
TV personality, home is a cozy
4-room HDB unit at Upper Boon
Keng Road.

F

Decade of Familiarity

Radio deejay Rosalyn Lee shares first
dibs on her estate’s good vibe and
her guardian angel in the form of a
Cantonese-spewing grandmother.
brother. On her experience living in
rented condominium units during
her twenties, Rozz shares that she
felt a missing sense of community.
Instead, she enjoys how “free and
open” her HDB estate is. To her,
“the good vibe of (my) estate is just
something intangible that makes it
feel so alive.”

Having lived in Boon Keng
for most of her life,
Rozz now co-owns
her current flat
unit (across the
road from where
she used to
live) with her
18

Rozz pointing out her favourite
dishes from the curry rice stall

Sometimes when
Rozz gets home,
she is welcomed
by the sight of
elderly residents
bringing their
own chairs

The Upper Boon Keng Market & Food
Centre is conveniently located just
across the street

MY LIFE STORY
and prawn mee? Just ask any taxi
uncle!” In fact, her frequent visits
have acquainted her with the stall
owners, and she is always happy
to catch up with them whenever
she goes over for a meal.

The Cantonese
Guardian Angel
The affable DJ maintains good
relations with her neighbour living
in the unit across from hers, an
elderly Cantonese grandmother
who she affectionately calls
‘Aunty’. Although
neither is fluent in a
common language,
the couple get by
with a smattering of
Cantonese dialect
and Mandarin.

“

makes
me happy,” says the 35-year-old,
who foresees herself staying put
in the same estate for the years
to come.

Neighbourhood Delights
Aside from her estate’s enviable
central location, Rozz appreciates
how several amenities are located
within walking distance.With two
supermarkets and a wet market
just across the road, her grocery
needs are all taken care of.
Whenever she feels like it, she
also pops by the neighbourhood
salon for a quick hair wash.
The self-professed foodie was
also quick to share her favourite
eats within the vicinity. She
recommends these hawker dishes
from Upper Boon Keng Market
& Food Centre: “You know, the
famous kambing (mutton) soup

During festivities, the
elderly grandmother will
always set aside a portion
of her home-cooked
culinary delights for
Rozz, while Rozz
keeps her in mind
whenever she
is shopping for
souvenirs abroad.

Friendly Faces
To Rozz, being neighbourly is as
simple as keeping common areas
clean and giving neighbours basic
mutual respect. “Keep to that, and
everything else will fall in place,”
she says matter-of-factly.
Whenever Rozz is out and about,
it is rather common for her to
be greeted with smiles by her
neighbours. She is heartened by
how fellow residents are “very
friendly”. When asked if their

The good vibe
of (my) estate
is just something
intangible that
makes it feel
so alive.
- Rosalyn Lee

“

to chat with one another at the
common spaces in the evenings.
Just across from them would be
ladies practising their fan dance,
and children having fun at the
playground. “It is a clichéd HDB
scene that

Late at night
during a
particular Lunar
New Year, Rozz
was reaching
home when she
noticed that
Aunty’s door
was slightly
ajar. As it turns
Rozz gamely poses with the toy dinosaurs
residing at her estate’s community garden
out, the elderly
grandmother
was staying up to give Rozz a
friendliness has anything to do with
red packet for good luck. “That
her being famous, the grounded
was one of the most thoughtful
personality laughs as she waves off
gestures ever. She’s just like a little
the image of fans stalking around
guardian angel,” Rozz gushes at
the estate, “there are no celebrities
the memory.
in Singapore lah!”
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Have a story to tell?
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